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“Are  we  different?”1

Travellers  were  the  press.  Before  there  was  press,  before  the  Book  of  Kells,  before  TV,  everything  after  and  
in  between,  was  mediated  by  The  Walking  People,  or  an  lucht  siúil,  as  the  settled  Irish  have  called  them.  
Information  moved  fast.  The  clod  of  grass  on  the  road  turning.  Smoke  rising.  The  crow  told  it.  The  singing  
of  a  song.  Five-day-long  sagas,  with  the  welcome.    

Thomas  can  tell  you  what  that  means  today.   

“The  media... 
I  did  an  interview  with  the  BBC,  70  journalists  in  Birmingham,  and  I  asked  them, 
‘Who’s  worked  here  longest?’ 
And,  one  of  them  put  their  hand  up...
‘I’m  here  32  years...’
‘Can  you  find  me  one  positive  story  that  you  wrote  about  Travellers?’ I  said.  ‘Now  go  back  to  your  job... 
and  dig  out.’  
And  I  went  back  there  the  following  week,  not  one  story  could  be  found  amongst  70  journalists.  Now  I  
could  tell  you  stories  for  the  next  month,  positive  stories.  But  they  don’t  hit  the  media.  Just  trash  TV.”

When  I  asked  Thomas  if  I  could  document  him  for  an  exhibition  in  The  Douglas  Hyde  Gallery,  he  said,  
by  way  of  answer,    
“I  have  a  song  about  his  grandfather.”  Hyde  demonstrated  an  import  in  the  collecting  of  old  Gaelic  story,  
song  and  air, 
love  songs  from  Connaught  that  would  have  vanished  with  the  common  language  and  their  fearless  lords.  
With  Oona  Waun.  

Blues  and  much  other  folk  music,  Rajasthani,  yoiking,  American  country,  usually  comes  from  places  of  
hardship,  telling  it.  So  too,  many  of  the  old  songs  of  Ireland,  as  preserved  in  sean  nós  and  on  the  indigenous  
tongue  and  in  the  collective  mind  of  the  Pavee,  are  documentary  as  poetry  and  verse.  They  knew  and  
traversed  every  inch  of  the  Island,  every  border  road  and  boreen.  The  Traveller  aural  culture  took  a  beating  
when  TV  came  along,  and  the  economics,  when  plastics  splayed  themselves  everywhere.  The  campfire  lost  its  
appeal.  And  all  countries  have  turned  on  their  own,  for  a  time.  Their  community  only  obtained  legal  ethnic  
status  as  late  as  2017.    

News?  Is  there  oil  under  Rockall?  Westwards,  off  West  Cork?  Is  there  gold  in  The  Sperrins?  Leave  it  there,  
it’ll  be  a  burden.  Even  the  president  is  plastic. 
“The  angry  goldfish,” Thomas  calls  him.  And  then  there’s  the  border... There  are  greater  riches  and  resources  
in  the  voices,  words  and  melodies  arising  from  the  land. None  more  rare  than  Thomas  McCarthy.  It  is  a  
great  privilege  to  collaborate  and  get  to  listen  to  him  so  closely,  to  this  hidden,  raw  Irishness.  

Thomas  is  a  singer  from a very  old  family  of  Irish  Traveller  singers  and  pipers.  Songs  sustained  them.  “That’s  
comfort.”  Their  Uncle  Johnny  would  applaud  the  young  McCarthys  after  a  song.  The  old  family  vocal  style  
influenced  the  development  of  pipes,  its  nuanced  playing,  and  also  lent  it  many  airs.  The  warble.  He  is  the  
last  person  who  sings  songs  this  way.  

It  isn’t  the  intention  to  follow  the  folk  collectors,  Ennis,  Breathnach,  Munnelly,  Kennedy,  Lomax,  O’Boyle,  

1. Singer  Donal  Lyons  to  Thomas  McCarthy.



Hyde. The  culture  is  far  too  spectral  and  hidden,  vanishing,  for  one  set  of  eyes  to  bear  witness  to,  to  cover  
alone,  them.  They  had  it  as  a  job.  I  could  do  that  happily.  Neither  is  it  an  invitation  to  the  passive  eye.  

More,  I’m  attempting  to  draw  attention  to  the  confluences  and  contrariness  of  the  extremely  held  otherness,  
within  our  own  indigenous  ethnic  cultures.  I  filmed  Thomas  in  the  context  of  our  shared  comfort  and  joy  in  
song  and  music,  the  fabric  of  which  covers  Ireland  as  a  blanket  bog.  It  would  be  an  encouraging  outcome,  
if  someone  from  the  Traveller  community  is  inspired  to  pick  up  a  camera  to  document  and  record,  as  a  
powerful  tool  for  self-determination  and  enquiry.  Even  with  an  old  Hi8,  made  of  tin  and  plastic.  

As  with  most  of  my  work,  I  nominally  ask  humanity  to  look  at  humanity  again,  here  to  look  at  an old  
weave  of  Irishness  that  hasn’t  fitted  with  modern,  plastic,  Irish  state  ideals... Calling  backwards  to  sense.  It  
goes  well  beyond  the  Island,  forwards  and  backwards,  as  between  all  the  people  and  their  collective  history.  
Don’t  dismiss  it.  Instead,  speak  well  of  it  and  with  it.  Sing  with  it.  It  is  a  true  wealth  Ireland  doesn’t  own  
or  know  yet.  It’s  a  fundamental.  It  is  Irishness.  It  is  human-ness.  Get  comfort  and  joy  from  it.  

And  maybe  some  positive  stories,  even.  We’ll  continue.  We  are.  

We  are  both  London  Irish  and  both  living  on  universal  brew. 

Seamus Harahan, 2018

Seamus Harahan would like to dedicate this project to Wee Mickey Robinson, Thomas McCarthy, Mary McCarthy, and Mary 
and James Herron.
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Seamus Harahan (1968) grew up in London and East Tyrone and lives and works in Belfast. His practice encompasses video, 
film, sound and installation. From 1996 to 1998, he was the director of Catalyst Arts Belfast, and in 2015 he was artist in residence 
at Centre Culturel Irlandais in Paris. He has won multiple awards, including the prestigious Film London Jarman Award in 2015, 
and the Paul Hamlyn Foundation Award for Artists in 2009. Recent select screenings and exhibitions include: citizen screening, 
Hospitalfield House, Arbroath, (2017); Both together, Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow, (2016); Fact or Fiction, Berwick Film & 
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Thomas McCarthy was born in the town of Birr, County Offaly into a well-respected Irish Traveller family. His grandfather 
was a well-known seanachie, a term for someone with a profound, orally derived knowledge of the history and families of Ireland. 
McCarthy learnt his crafts of singing and storytelling from his mother, aunts and uncles. His extended family has a long history 
of musicianship and includes the well-recognised and respected Doran Brothers and their grandfather ‘Big John Cash’, who all 
played the uillean (elbow) pipes. At age ten, McCarthy moved to London, but continued to travel with his family back and forth 
and around Ireland and England. He was recognised by his own family as a gifted singer from a young age, but was ‘discovered’ 
in 2008 by the wider public after a ‘tip-off ’ from a barman at a family wedding. This led him to Cecil Sharp House in Camden 
Town, London where he joined singers at a folk song club, who were amazed and enchanted by his powerful yet subtle and 
authentic Irish Traveller style of singing and by the rare songs that he brought with him. McCarthy has since been employed 
singing in clubs and at festivals throughout the UK and Ireland, as well as in Europe and the US. He has been described as “the 
most exciting thing to come out of Ireland in the last fifty years” by Joe Power, manager of the folk song club in Dungarvan, 
Ireland. McCarthy has now recorded three albums: The Round Top Wagon, Herself and Myself and Jauling the Green Tober, this 
last in conjunction with the Cornish Romani Traveller Viv Legg  (‘Jauling’ being a Romani word for walking and ‘tober’ an Irish 
Traveller word for the road.) McCarthy is also a passionate activist on behalf of his people. 
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